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With his boots on the ground and his eyes scanning rocky ridgelines across the West for more than

30 years, Robby Denning has more in-the-field trophy mule deer hunting experience than most. A

humble student of nature, his understanding of the sport has been refined by trial and error,

observation, and faithful persistence. Whether you're planning your first Western hunting adventure

or you've already been bitten by the trophy mule deer bug, you will gain from this book an arsenal of

proven tips and tactics, along with a renewed vigor to seek lonesome mountains in pursuit of the

buck of a lifetime.
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This is a book that every deer hunter should read. It contains important, practical information that is

rarely discussed in other mule deer hunting literature and helps to dispel a few popular

myths.Before I go further, I have a disclaimer. The author is a friend of mine and my name even

appears in the book a few times. That aside, Iâ€™ll try to be as objective as possible with this

review.The book is written in a tone and style that feels more like conversation over a cup of coffee

than the archetypical how-to book. The first section introduces the author with childhood hunting

stories and goes on to illustrate how he became the committed mule deer hunter he is today. I think

most readers will appreciate the casual feel and find this book easy to read.Field judging, mental

and physical preparation, tag research, gear, and strategies fill up the remaining pages. Most books

cover these topics to some degree; where this book stands out is the practical approach taken to all

of them. For example, the author doesnâ€™t advise some superhuman workout regimen or tell you

the only way to take a good buck is by spending 10 days in a bivy in November living off of protein



bars and chia seeds. The advice given throughout the book can be put to use by most people with

some patience and motivation.That is not to say the book contains some magical, easy formula for

hunting mule deer. Actually, it contains just the opposite; the author devotes a sizable portion to

tried-and-true (but difficult-to-master) techniques that receive little mention in most of todayâ€™s

literature.
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